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Blues   Artist   *   Spring   Brooks   *   New   Music   Release   

Trackin'   

  Distributed   through   Sony's   the   Orchard   *Available   on   all   platforms   April   30th   

  
Breakthrough   blues   artist   Spring   Brooks   new   title,    Trackin ,    will   be   released   Friday   April   

30th   on   all   music   platforms.     

  
Trackin’    is   a   song   about   reflection   for   those   times   during   the   journey   of   our   lives   when  

we   ponder   the   loss   of   a   relationship   or   the   loss   of   part   of   ourselves   that   we   wish   we   
could   reclaim.   It’s   for   times   when   we   are   traveling,   change   happens   quickly,   and   we   

struggle   to   keep   pace.   As   towns   fly   by,   our   past   flashes   in   our   mind’s   eye.   Are   we   

running   towards   something   or   running   away?   Perhaps   both?   Will   we   ever   find   what   
we’ve   lost?   Or   will   it   linger   as   a   memory,   never   to   rejoin   us,   like   the   train   tracks   that   

vanish   on   the   horizon   appearing   ever   closer,   but   never   quite   touch.   
  

Trackin ’    was   written   by   Spring   Brooks   and   Mark   Robinson,   produced   by   Thomas   

Hutchings   of   Artist   Without   Labels,   and   is   distributed   through   the   Orchard,   a   Sony   
company.     

  
"I’m   thrilled   with   how    Trackin’    came   together.    It   was   a   challenge   creating   this   song   

remotely,   but   I   learned   a   lot   about   recording,   music   tools   and   technology,   and   how   to   

coordinate   when   we   couldn’t   be   together   in   one   room,"   said   Spring   Brooks.   "Everyone   
involved   with   this   song   contributed   to   the   overall   ambiance.   Dave   the   drummer   made   

his   own   ‘train   beat’,   Mark   came   up   with   the   idea   for   a   saxophone   busker   effect,   and   
Thomas   magically   blended   my   vocals   with   the   other   tracks   to   produce   a   musical   

journey,"   she   added.   

  
As   a   young   Philly   native,   Spring   Brooks   was   born   into   blues.   Her   sound   ranges   from   a   

whisper   to   a   thunderstorm.   While   influenced   by   singers   such   as   Yolanda   Adams,   Beth   
Hart,   Lizz   Wright,   James   Brown   and   Nina   Simone,   her   blues   is   generational,   raw   and   

authentic.   
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With   roots   in   both   New   York   City   and   Philadelphia,   Spring   Brooks   has   
performed   numerous   shows   at   various   live   music   venues   and   events   in   the   

U.S.,   Europe   and   Canada.   Spring   is   always   writing   and   recording   new   music   

and   looks   forward   to   sharing   more   with   the   world   very   soon.   
  

Spring   Brooks   recently   performed   her   previous   music   release,    The   Times ,   in   
the    2021   National   Women   in   Blues   Showcase    alongside   30   other   

exceptionally   talented   blues   women.   In   past   years   the   showcase   was   held   in   

Memphis,   TN.   However,   this   year   it   was   a   virtual   presentation.   While   Spring   is   
constantly   reinventing   herself   as   an   indie   blues   artist,   her   style   and   feel   

remain   true   to   the   Blues.     
●    Click   HERE   to   hear   Trackin'   

●   Learn   more   about   Spring   Brooks   at    SpringBrooksLive.com   

  
You   can   reach   Spring   at    springbrookslive@gmail.com    to   learn   more   about   her   

musical   journey.  

  
  

"Spring   Brooks   brings   a   warm   and   melodic   voice   with   plenty   of   range,   a   sweet   

vibrato   and   melisma,   a   heartfelt   devotion   to   the   blues,   and   a   feline   sexiness   

on   stage   that   will   hold   your   attention   front   and   center"   said   music   club   owner   

Jamey   Reilly   of    Jamey's   House   of   Music .   
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